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Summary

The analysis of complex fibrous systems or materials on the micro- and nanoscale,
which have a high practical relevance for many technical or biological systems,
requires accurate analytical descriptions of the adhesive and repulsive forces act-
ing on the fiber surfaces. While such analytical expressions are generally needed
both for theoretical studies and for computer-based simulations, the latter motivates
us here to derive disk-cylinder interaction potential laws that are valid for arbitrary
mutual orientations in the decisive regime of small surface separations. The cho-
sen type of fundamental point-pair interaction follows the simple Lennard-Jones
model with inverse power laws for both the adhesive van der Waals part and the
steric, repulsive part. We present three different solutions, ranging from highest
accuracy to the best trade-off between simplicity of the expression and sufficient
accuracy for our intended use. The validity of simplifying approximations and the
accuracy of the derived potential laws is thoroughly analyzed, using both numerical
and analytical reference solutions for specific interaction cases. Most importantly,
the correct asymptotic scaling behavior in the decisive regime of small separations
is achieved, and also the theoretically predicted (1∕sin�)-angle dependence (for non-
parallel cylinders) is obtained by the proposed analytical solutions. As we show in
the outlook to our current research, the derived analytical disk-cylinder interaction
potential laws may be used to formulate highly efficient computational models for the
interaction of arbitrarily curved fibers, such that the disk represents the cross-section
of the first and the cylinder a local approximation to the shape of the second fiber.
KEYWORDS:
fibers, intermolecular forces, van der Waals interaction, Lennard-Jones potential

1 INTRODUCTION

Filamentous actin, collagen, and DNA are just a few popular examples of the many different fiber-like, deformable structures that
can be found on the nano to microscale in biological systems. The interactions between such slender, elastic fibers are crucial
to the complex, hierarchical assemblies they form. Typical examples of assemblies include networks (e.g. the cytoskeleton or
extracellular matrix) and bundles (e.g. muscle or tendon) and play a key role in numerous functions of the human body. The rise
of computational modeling and simulation of these complex biophysical systems nourishes the hope to shed light on some of the
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yet poorly understood aspects, e.g., the basic working principles and their impact on human physiology and pathophysiology. In
addition, such interaction effects can also play a crucial role in the design of novel materials in different technical applications.
By deriving analytical interaction potential laws, this work lays the foundation for an accurate and efficient computational

model for short-ranged molecular interactions between curved slender fibers undergoing large 3D deformations like the one pre-
sented in our own recent contribution1. To further explain the motivation for the analytical work in the present article, the key
ideas of this novel computational model shall be summarized here. One important aspect is the dimensionally reduced descrip-
tion of the fibers based on the geometrically exact beam theory2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15, relying on the fundamental kinematic
assumption of undeformable fiber cross-sections. The novel approach therefore belongs to the class of beam-beam interac-
tion formulations, which have mainly focused on modeling macroscopic contact phenomena16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26, but were
recently also extended to other types of interactions such as electrostatic or vdW forces27. Due to this versatility with respect
to the type of interaction, but also due to the modularity and simple integration in (nonlinear) finite element solver frameworks
for structural mechanics, such beam interaction formulations are widely used and its large number of applications ranges from
biological to industrial materials and from nano to macroscale18,19,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39.
Generally, such a beam-beam interaction formulation needs to evaluate the interaction forces (and moments) acting on two

slender fibers for arbitrarily deformed configurations and mutual orientations. A direct evaluation of intermolecular interaction
potential and forces between two general bodies in 3D space40,41,42,43,44,45,46 requires to integrate molecule densities over their
volumes, leading to a sixfold integral (two nested 3D integrals) that can often only be solved by means of numerical integration.
However, such a procedure would lead to a forbiddingly high computational effort if large systems of slender fibers shall be
modeled. The novelty of our recently developed approach1 is that it only requires one single integration step along the centerline
of the first fiber (“slave” beam) to be performed numerically. This can be achieved by exploiting the short-range nature of the
considered class of interaction potentials as well as the fundamental kinematic assumption of undeformable cross-sections,
which is justified for fibers that are sufficiently slender. More specifically, a closed-form analytical solution is applied for the
interaction potential between a given section of the first fiber (“slave” beam) and the entire second fiber (“master” beam), whose
geometry is linearly expanded at the point with smallest distance to the given slave beam section. Exactly this analytical section-
beam interaction potential (SBIP) law shall be derived in the present article. Here, we focus on circular cross-sections, which
leads to the scenario of a disk interacting with a cylinder. This scenario is illustrated in Fig. 1.

master

slave

master surrogate

 1−2c
r1−2c

FIGURE 1 Illustration of the section-beam interaction potential (SBIP) approach from our recent contribution1 and the under-
lying disk-cylinder interaction resulting from this modeling approach. It allows for arbitrary mutual configurations described by
distance vector r1−2c and relative rotation vector  1−2c.

In the present article, we apply the simple approach of pairwise summation (Hamaker). Acknowledging the limitations with
respect to retardation and other effects47, the use of this simple approach is a deliberate decision to enable the derivation of
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analytical, closed-form expressions that can be used as a good first-order approximation to investigate the role of adhesive contact
in complex systems of practical relevance, e.g. in engineering and biology as outlined above. In the considered context, pairwise
summation requires the analytical integration of a point-pair potential Φ over all point pairs in the disk-cylinder system. This
strategy will be demonstrated for a generic inverse power law Φm(r) = km r−m with exponent m ≥ 6. Due to this generality, the
resulting reduced interaction law �̃ can be used to model both the adhesive van der Waals (vdW) part (m = 6) and the repulsive
part (m = 12) of the Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential. Moreover, we consider the practically relevant case of circular, undeformable
cross-sections and homogeneous densities of the fundamental interacting points in both fibers.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no such disk-cylinder interaction potential law �̃m,disk-cyl based on a generic point-pair

potential with exponent m and valid for all mutual orientations can be found in the literature. The pairwise summation strategy
has initially been applied to a large number of traditional geometries of the interacting bodies, such as infinite half spaces,
spheres, and infinitely long cylinders or thin wires47,48. Some closely related scenarios including disk-cylinder interaction were
studied by Ref.49 in an attempt to deeper understand particle adherence to surfaces, however, the derived analytical results remain
limited to the special cases of parallel and perpendicular mutual orientation of disk and cylinder. It nevertheless proves to be a
valuable source for intermediate expressions such as the interaction energy of a point and a cylinder. Likewise, the well-known
analytical solutions for cylinder-cylinder interactions shall prove useful in the subsequent validation of our derived expressions.
Most notably in this context are the g−3∕2 law for the vdW interaction energy per unit length of two infinitely long, parallel
cylinders and the g−1 law for the vdW interaction energy of perpendicular cylinders, both in the limit of surface separations g
being much smaller than the cylinder radii48, p.255. These scaling laws agree with the following, more general relationship valid
for all mutual angles � ∈ ]0, �∕2] between two straight cylinders, as stated e.g. in the textbook47, p. 173:

ΠvdW,cyl-cyl = −
AHam
6

√

R1R2 g
−1∕ sin � (1)

Here,R1 andR2 denote the radii of the two interacting cylinders andAHam represents the Hamaker constant. It is one of the main
objectives of this work to correctly capture this angle dependency in the sought-after analytical expression for the disk-cylinder
interaction potential �̃m,disk-cyl(g, �).
Based on different approximations, we present three different analytical solutions for the sought-after disk-cylinder interaction

potential. As will be shown in the verification part of this work, the important requirement to capture the correct asymptotic
distance scaling, i.e. ∝ g−3∕2 for parallel and ∝ g−1 for perpendicular cylinders, and the theoretically predicted (1∕sin�)-angle
dependence in the decisive regime of small separations is met by all three solutions. This result is irrespective of the slight
differences in the simplifying assumptions being made in their derivation, which leads to different levels of complexity in the
final expression on the one hand and different levels of accuracy on the other hand. We chose to present the three most promising
expressions, ranging from highest accuracy to the best trade-off between simplicity and accuracy for our intended use within
the aforementioned simulation model for fiber-fiber interactions.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows: Sec. 2 presents the required steps of the analytical integration and

likewise serves as an example for the future derivation of other section-beam interaction potential laws, e.g. for other types of
interactions or cross-section shapes. In the subsequent Sec. 3, the accuracy of the derived closed-form expression for the disk-
cylinder interaction potential �̃m,disk-cyl will be verified. Eventually, Sec. 4 summarizes the main findings and conclusions and
provides an outlook to promising future extensions and applications of this work.

2 5D ANALYTICAL INTEGRATION OF THE POINT-PAIR INTERACTION POTENTIAL

As outlined already in the introduction, the beam-beam interaction potential Πia is obtained from the two nested 3D integrals
over the two interacting bodies. The integrand is a product of the molecule densities �i of the two bodies i = 1, 2 and the
point-pair interaction potential Φ(r), where r = ‖x1 − x2‖ denotes the distance between two points x1 and x2.

Πia = ∫ ∫
V1,V2

�1(x1)�2(x2)Φ(r) dV2 dV1 = ∫
l1

∫
l2

∫ ∫
A1,A2

�1(x1)�2(x2)Φ(r) dA2 dA1 ds2

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
=∶�̃(r1−2c, 1−2c) → SBIP

ds1. (2)

The section-beam interaction potential (SBIP) approach1 splits the evaluation into the numerical integration along the centerline
length l1 of the slave beam and the analytical evaluation of the SBIP law �̃. Assuming circular, undeformable cross-sections of
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the fibers leads to the scenario of disk-cylinder interaction with a relative distance vector r1−2c and relative rotation vector  1−2c
illustrated in Fig. 1. Moreover, we use a generic inverse power law Φ(r) = Φm(r) = km r−m with exponent m ≥ 6. After this
brief introduction of nomenclature, the complete definition of the resulting mathematical problem to be solved in this work will
be stated in the following section.

2.1 Problem statement
We aim to find the analytical solution for the disk-cylinder interaction potential

�̃m,disk-cyl ∶= ∫ ∫
Adisk

�1

=∶Πm,pt-cyl
⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞

∫ ∫ ∫
Vcyl

�2Φm(r) dV dA (3)

with r = ‖x1 − x2‖ and x1 ∈ Adisk, x2 ∈ Vcyl. (4)
Here, x1 ∈ Adisk denotes any point in the disk, i.e., circular slave cross-section area A1 = Adisk ∶= {x ∈ ℝ3

| r1 + y1u1 +
z1v1, y21 + z

2
1 ≤ R21}. This disk area is parameterized via two coordinates y1, z1 and its corresponding (for now not further

specified) in-plane coordinate vectors u1, v1. The latter complete the (normalized) slave centerline tangent vector t1 = r∣1∕ ‖r∣1‖to form an orthonormal triad (t1, u1, v1) and its definition will be discussed later. Once again, the short prime denotes a dif-
ferentiation with respect to the element parameter coordinate, i.e., r∣i(�i) = d ri(�i)∕d �i . On the master side, x2 ∈ Vcyl with
Vcyl ∶= {x ∈ ℝ3

| r2 + x2t2 + y2u2 + z2v2, y22 + z
2
2 ≤ R22, x2 ∈] − ∞,∞[} denotes any point in the infinitely long auxiliary

cylinder oriented along the (normalized) tangent vector t2 = r∣2∕ ‖r
∣
2‖. Again, a set of coordinates x2, y2, z2 together with an

orthonormal frame (t2, u2, v2) is chosen for parameterizing the geometry. Regarding this second basis (t2, u2, v2), it will turn
out that the exact definition does in fact not play a role and is thus left unspecified. Fig. 2 (left side) illustrates the introduced
geometrical quantities.

2.2 General strategy
The general strategy follows the one generally known as point-pairwise summation (see e.g.47,48 for details and a discussion)
as e.g. applied in49 for the analytical calculation of vdW forces for certain geometric configurations, e.g., a cylinder and a
perpendicular disk. Since already for such specific scenarios, no exact analytical solution can be found for the integrals, also
the following derivation will make use of the common approach of series expansions in order to find an analytical, closed-form
expression for the integral of the leading term(s) of the series. Due to the rapid decay of the inverse power laws, this approach
is known to yield good approximations for the true solution of the integral. In Sec. 3 we will verify the resulting accuracy for
the specific expressions derived here.

2.3 Derivation
Fortunately, the point-cylinder scenario for the casem = 6 of vdW interaction has already been studied in49. It can be generalized
for exponents m ≥ 6 as outlined in Appendix A.1 and at this point we can make use of the final result that the point-cylinder
interaction potential follows the proportionality

Πm,pt-cyl ∝ g−m+3pt-cyl (5)
where gpt-cyl denotes the norm of the smallest distance vector gpt-cyl between the point and the cylinder surface. For now, we do
not need to specify the precise expression for the point-cylinder interaction potentialΠm,pt-cyl and in fact we will later investigate
two different variants/approximations presented in Appendices A.1 and A.2, which deviate by a scalar factor, and discuss its
effect on the accuracy of the disk-cylinder interaction potential �̃m,disk-cyl to be derived.
Due to the orthogonality condition gpt-cyl ⟂ t2 for the smallest distance from the master centerline curve r2, gpt-cyl can be

expressed via the smallest distance between a point and the cylinder axis dpt-cyl as
gpt-cyl ∶= dpt-cyl − R2, (6)
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t1, x1

option B:

ũ1 = nul − (tT1 nul)t1

v1, z1

nul
u1 = ũ1∕ ‖ũ1‖ , y1

t1, x1

option A:

u1 = nbl, y1

v1,
z1

cylinder

disk

dbl

dul

dpt-cyl
x1

r1

r2

x2

y2z2

t2

t1

FIGURE 2 Illustration of the geometrical quantities used to describe the disk-cylinder interaction (left side). In addition, the
two different options for the choice of the Cartesian coordinate frame (t1, u1, v1) used for the analytical integration over the
disk-shaped slave cross-section are shown on the right side.

which in turn can be written as
dpt-cyl ∶= ‖dpt-cyl‖ = ‖x1(s1, y1, z1) − r2(s2c(s1, y1, z1))‖ . (7)

Again refer to Fig. 2 for a sketch. Note that r2(s2c(s1, y1, z1)) is the master centerline position at s2c, which results from the
unilateral closest-point (“c”) projection of the point x1 onto the master centerline curve r2. Therefore, it depends also on the
exact coordinates y1, z1 of the point within the slave cross-section and not only on the arc-length parameter s1, i.e., the position
along the slave centerline curve r1. This fact can be used to express the decisive distance dpt-cyl in terms of the primary centerline
fields r1∕2 as well as the slave arc-length parameter s1 to be used as integration variable in numerical integration (cf. Eq. (2))
and y1, z1 to be used as integration variables for the analytical integration over the disk area. Since gpt-cyl is perpendicular to t2,
Eq. (7) can equivalently be written as

dpt-cyl = ‖

(

x1(s1, y1, z1) − r2(s2c(s1, y1, z1)
)

× t2‖ (8)
= ‖

(

r1(s1) + y1u1(s1) + z1v1(s1) − r2(s2c(s1, 0, 0))
)

× t2‖ (9)
= ‖

(

dulnul + y1u1 + z1v1
)

× t2‖ . (10)
Here, we have introduced the so-called unilateral inter-axis separation

dul ∶= ‖r1(s1) − r2(s2c(s1, 0, 0))‖ (11)
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and the corresponding unilateral normal vector nul, which result from the unilateral closest-point projection and are known from
macroscopic (line) contact formulations (e.g.24). After a few steps of basic vector algebra and making use of nul ⟂ t2, u1 ⟂ v1,
v1 = t1 × u1, and tT2 t2 = 1, we end up with

d2pt-cyl =
(

1 −
(

uT1 t2
)2
)

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
=∶ay

y21 +
(

1 −
(

tT1
(

u1 × t2
))2

)

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
=∶az

z21 −2
(

uT1 t2
) (

tT1
(

u1 × t2
))

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
=∶ayz

y1z1 (12)

+ 2dul
(

nTulu1
)

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
=∶by

y1 + 2dul
(

tT1
(

u1 × nul
))

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
=∶bz

z1 + d2ul
⏟⏟⏟
=∶c

which aims to express the integrand of Eq. (3) as polynomial in the integration variables y1, z1 to be used for the analytical
integration over the disk-shaped cross-section area A1 on the slave side.
At this point, we return to the pending definition of the coordinate vector u1, which shall serve as an in-plane direction within

the slave cross-section and thereby complete the unique definition of the coordinate frame (t1, u1, v1). To briefly outline the
procedure, this direction u1 will firstly be used as the first direction of integration over the cross-section area and secondly the
associated coordinate y1 also defines the point of series expansion (y1 = −R1, z1 = 0) to be applied later on. We basically see
two reasonable options for the definition of u1 (see Fig. 2 (right side) for an illustration):

• option A: u1 ∶= nbl with nbl ∶=
(

t1 × t2
)

∕ ‖t1 × t2‖

• option B: u1 ∶= ũ1∕ ‖ũ1‖ with ũ1 ∶=
(

I − t1 ⊗ tT1
)

nul
Option A is a natural choice in the sense that the bilateral normal vector nbl will always be perpendicular to t1 and thus lie

within the cross-section. Note that its definition in the context of this work deviates from the one known from macroscopic
(point) contact models (e.g.16). Here, it is defined via the cross product of the normalized tangent vector t1 at the integration
point on the slave side, i.e., the vector perpendicular to the disk plane, and the normalized tangent vector t2 at the unilateral
closest point on the master side, i.e., the vector defining the axis of the auxiliary cylinder serving as a surrogate for the actual
beam geometry on the master side. In contrast to this, point contact formulations for beams define the bilateral normal vector
as the result of a bilateral closest-point projection, i.e., the minimization of the mutual distance of both beam centerline curves.
This difference is crucial because it carries over to the important topic of non-uniqueness and singularities of the definition
(see e.g.24,25). Here, the only critical geometric configuration is the case of parallel disk and cylinder t1 ∥ t2. In the use case
considered here, one could overcome this issue with an alternative definition for this special case t1 ∥ t2 (similar to the so-called
all-angle beam contact (ABC)25), however at the cost of an additionally required, smooth transition between both definitions.
In option B, u1 is defined as the projection of the unilateral normal vector nul into the slave cross-section plane, which can

equivalently be regarded as the construction of an orthonormal frame based on t1 and nul. This already reveals the singularity in
this second possible definition of u1, which now occurs for t1 ∥ nul. Fortunately, this scenario is by far less critical than t1 ∥ t2
and will be discussed in further detail later on.
To sum up, we consider both options A and B as viable choices for u1 and want to further investigate both of them. In fact, a

third option C finally turned out to be the best compromise between accuracy and simplicity of the expression for our purposes.
• option C: u1 ∶= nul

The main difference to options A and B is that u1 does in general not lie exactly within the disk area, which makes it a less
accurate and therefore less obvious choice than options A and B. Depending on the use case, however, either of the options
may be favorable, such that we present all three in the following. For this reason, the introduction of generic scalar coeffi-
cients ay, az, by, bz, c ∈ ℝ in Eq. (12) conveniently allow us to directly obtain and compare the three different final expressions
for the disk-cylinder potential �̃m,disk-cyl once the analytical 2D integral has been solved as presented in the following steps. For
later reference, let us thus state the resulting expressions for these coefficients in both cases. By inserting the definition of u1
according to either option A or B into Eq. (12), the following expressions are obtained for the polynomial coefficients:

option A: ay = 1, az = cos2 �, ayz = 0, by = 2 dul

√

1 − cos
2 �

sin2 �
, bz = 2 dul

cos �
tan �

, c = d2ul (13)

option B: ay = 1 −
cos2 �
tan2 �

, az =
cos2 �
sin2 �

, ayz = −2
cos � cos �
sin2 �

√

sin2 � − cos2 �, (14)
by = 2 dul sin �, bz = 0, c = d2ul
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For the sake of both brevity and clarity, here the dot products occurring in the expressions have been replaced by using the
corresponding scalar angles enclosed by the vectors as follows.

|tT1 t2| =∶ cos � and tT1 nul =∶ cos � (15)

Remark on the minimal set of degrees of freedom. Note that the chosen set (dul, �, �) is just one of the many different ways
to uniquely describe the mutual configuration of the disk-cylinder system. Other choices include e.g. any three of dbl, # with
cos # ∶= nTblnul, and the three aforementioned ones. Our choice however avoids the non-uniqueness of the bilateral normal
vector nbl for t1 ∥ t2 mentioned above and moreover appears to be most natural in the sense of yielding both compact and
illustrative expressions.

Remark on the interpretation of the angle �. Whereas the smallest distance between disk midpoint and cylinder axis dul and
the angle included by the cylinder axis and the disk axis (i.e. the normal to the disk surface) � are straightforward to interpret
and visualize, this seems harder for the angle �. It helps to think of a disk and a cylinder at fixed distance dul and inter-axis
angle � ≠ 0 (e.g. perpendicular), and then begin to move the disk midpoint on the circle with radius dul around the closest
point on the cylinder axis, while keeping � fixed. This is the interpretation of the third degree of freedom �. Now consider for
instance the cases � = �∕2 and � = 0 to see that this configuration will not occur for small dul if we consider the interaction
of two (arbitrarily) curved fibers with bounded curvature, because the fibers would penetrate each other. However, only these
small values of dul are decisive for the two-fiber interaction potential, such that we can conclude that certain disk-cylinder con-
figurations are less important for the two-fiber interaction potential. This will be the motivation to later use a further simplified
version of the disk-cylinder potential law �̃m,disk-cyl in the context of the SBIP approach.

Coming back to the problem statement in Eq. (3), we can now reformulate the initial problem to solve

∫ ∫
Adisk

g−m+3pt-cyl dA with Adisk = { (y1, z1) | y21 + z
2
1 ≤ R21 } (16)

using gpt-cyl from Eq. (6) and substituting dpt-cyl from Eq. (12) to end up with the general expression for the smallest separation
of the point and the cylinder surface

gpt-cyl =
√

ayy21 + azz
2
1 + ayzy1z1 + byy1 + bzz1 + c − R2. (17)

Note that up to this point the two options A and B from above are just two different yet equivalent ways of stating the identical
problem. If we could solve the problem defined in either of the two ways in an exact manner, the solution would of course be
identical. However, as outlined in the beginning of this section, our strategy to find an approximative solution includes the two
steps to first express gpt-cyl as a multivariate Taylor series expansion and second solve the 2D integral with this simplified inte-
grand analytically. The point of expansion hereby is of crucial importance and due to the nature of the inverse power interaction
law, it should be located at the disk point with smallest disk-cylinder surface separation, where the by far largest contributions
come from. This is where the two options A and B again come into play, because we choose the point of expansion to be
at (y1 = −R1, z1 = 0) in both cases, which means that the point is located on the disk contour and lies either on the bilateral
normal direction vector for option A or on the projected unilateral normal direction vector for option B. Both choices will be
the optimal choice in terms of being located at the point of smallest surface separation for some mutual configurations, but not
for all of them. This motivates the investigation of both of them and a final judgment will later be made based on the resulting
accuracy of the disk-cylinder potential for all mutual configurations.

Remark on alternative solution attempts. Note that several other approaches to solve the 2D integral over the circular cross-
section area have been investigated, yet did not lead to any exact analytical solutions and thus superior accuracy and simplicity
of the final disk-cylinder potential expression. These unsuccessful other attempts include e.g. coordinate transformations in
polar coordinates and the description of the projected rotated disk as an ellipse.
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The required multivariate series expansion of Eq. (17) finally reads

Lin [gpt-cyl
]

y1=−R1,z1=0
=

=∶c̃
⏞⏞⏞
� − R2 +

=∶b̃y
⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞
1
2�

(

by − 2ayR1
)

(y1 + R1) +

=∶b̃z
⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞
1
2�

(

bz − ayzR1
)

z1 (18)

+ 1
2

(

az
�
−
(bz − ayzR1)2

4�3

)

z21 + H.O.T.,

where the auxiliary variable � ∶=
√

c − byR1 + ayR21 and further abbreviations c̃, b̃y, b̃z have been introduced for the later use.Note also that we have already used the knowledge from the subsequent accuracy analysis here that the second order term in z1
is indeed decisive for the overall accuracy whereas neglecting the other second and higher order terms still gives us good results.
Continuing from Eq. (16), the 2D integral can thus be further simplified by

R1

∫
−R1

√

R21−z
2
1

∫
−
√

R21−z
2
1

g−m+3pt-cyl dy1 dz1 ≈
R1

∫
−R1

√

R21−z
2
1

∫
−
√

R21−z
2
1

(

Lin [gpt-cyl
]

y1=−R1,z1=0

)−m+3
dy1 dz1, (19)

for which a closed-form antiderivative exists for the inner integral in y1 (see e.g.50, p.1017):

∫ (b̃y(y1 + R1) +…)−m+3 dy1 =
b̃−1y

(−m + 4)
(b̃y(y1 + R1) +…)−m+4, m ≠ 4 (20)

To keep the expressions simple and enable the subsequent analytical integration in z1, we once again exploit the fact that
the contributions from point-pairs decay rapidly with increasing distance and set the upper integration limit in y1 to infinity.
Following the same reasoning, the lower integration limit is replaced by its second-order Maclaurin series expansion at z1 = 0

−
√

R21 − z
2
1 ≈ −R1 + z

2
1∕(2R1). (21)

The error introduced by this approximation is expected to be small because the point of expansion and its immediate vicinity
include the most important closest point pair. For a more detailed analysis of the approximation quality, again refer to Sec. 3.
Finally, the integral in y1 can be solved as follows:

√

R21−z
2
1

∫
−
√

R21−z
2
1

g−m+3pt-cyl dy1 ≈ lim
ymax→∞

ymax

∫
−R1+z21∕(2R1)

(

Lin [gpt-cyl
]

y1=−R1,z1=0

)−m+3
dy1 (22)

=
b̃−1y

(−m + 4)
(c̃ + b̃zz1 +

(

b̃y
2R1

+
az
2�

−
b̃2z
2�

)

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
=∶ãz

z21)
−m+4 (23)

The remaining fifth and final integral to be evaluated analytically is the one in transversal direction z1 within the disk-shaped
cross-section area. Naturally, this last step turns out to be the critical point and many of the mentioned other attempts to find an
analytical solution for the disk-cylinder interaction potential �̃m,disk-cyl failed here. For this specific formulation of the problem
described above and the simplifications based on the previously discussed assumptions, an analytical antiderivative exists and
is stated in a recursive manner for a generic exponent m (see e.g.50, p.1019):

∫ (ãzz21 + b̃zz1 + c̃
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

=∶Z

)−m+4 dz1 =
2ãzz1 + b̃z
(m − 5)Δ

Z−m+5 +
2(2m − 11) ãz
(m − 5)Δ ∫ Z−m+5 dz1

with (m − 4) > 1 (24)

∫ Z−1 dz1 =
2

√

Δ
arctan

(

2ãzz1 + b̃z
√

Δ

)

for Δ > 0
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Here, the introduced dimensionless quantity Δ ∶= 4ãzc̃ − b̃2z represents the negative discriminant of the quadratic expres-
sion Z(z1), which can be identified as Lin[gpt-cyl] evaluated at y1 = −R1 + z21∕(2R1), i.e., the (approximated) distance between
the points on the disk’s boundary and the corresponding closest point on the cylinder surface. From this interpretation, we can
follow that Δ > 0 will hold true for all physically sensible scenarios, because the distance will always be a positive value,
i.e., have no roots and the corresponding discriminant b̃2z − 4ãzc̃ will be negative.

2.4 Solutions
Substituting Eq. (23) into Eq. (19) and making use of the analytical antiderivative (Eq. (24)) finally allows us to find a closed-
form analytical expression for �̃m,disk-cyl for any given exponent m ≥ 6. The expression will however be lengthy, such that we
make a final approximation and replace the exact integration domain z1 ∈ [−R1, R1] by z1 ∈] − ∞,∞[, which significantly
simplifies the expression, because all the recursive termsZ−m+5 from Eq. (24) vanish and the arctan-function evaluates to±�∕2,
respectively. Once again, this is expected to be a good approximation, since only the point pairs in the vicinity of the closest
point yield significant contributions to the value of the integral.
Options A and B.
Finally, the sought-after analytical solution for the disk-cylinder interaction potential with generic exponent thus reads

�̃m,disk-cyl = �1Km b̃−1y ãm−5z Δ−m+9∕2, (25)
where all the constants have been collected in a newly introduced prefactor Km. For the two parts of the LJ potential and using
the point-cylinder potential law1 from Appendix A.2, these prefactors are given as

K6 ∶=
1
3
�2 k6 �2 and K12 ∶=

286
15

�2 k12 �2 (26)
for the adhesive m = 6 and repulsive m = 12 part, respectively. At this point, we have found an analytical expression for (both
parts of) the LJ interaction potential �̃LJ,disk-cyl of a disk and a cylinder of infinite length valid for arbitrary mutual orientations �, �
in the decisive regime of small separations gul ≪ R1∕2. Now recall the discussion of the two options A and B for the definition
of u1 and thus the associated direction of integration in y1 as well as the point of expansion at y1 = −R1, z1 = 0. Re-substitution
of the auxiliary variables as follows – together with the general solution of Eq. (25) – gives a first impression of the complexity
of the different expressions for option A and B.

option A: � =

√

d2ul − 2R1dul
√

1 − cos2 �∕ sin2 � + R21

b̃y =
1
�

(

dul
√

1 − cos2 �∕ sin2 � − R1

)

b̃z =
1
�
dul cos � cos �∕ sin � (27)

ãz =
b̃y
2R1

+ cos
2 �
2�

−
b̃2z
2�

c̃ = � − R2
Δ = 4ãzc̃ − b̃2z

1See Appendix A.3 for a comparison of the two alternative expressions for the point-cylinder interaction potential Πm,pt-cyl and the reason for using the one presentedin Appendix A.2.
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option B: � =
√

d2ul − 2R1dul sin � +
(

1 − cos2 � cos2 �∕ sin2 �
)

R21

b̃y =
1
�
(

dul sin � − (1 − cos2 � cos2 �∕ sin2 �)R1
)

b̃z =
1
�
cos � cos �∕ sin2 �

√

sin2 � − cos2 � R1 (28)

ãz =
b̃y
2R1

+ cos2 �
2� sin2 �

−
b̃2z
2�

c̃ = � − R2
Δ = 4ãzc̃ − b̃2z

Looking at these expressions, we can state that both length and complexity of the terms is similar for both options A and B. As
mentioned before, the resulting accuracy will be analyzed in Sec. 3 and thus complete the assessment of these two options.
Option C – Final solution to be used in the simulation framework.
At this point, however, let us turn to a possibility to simplify the resulting expressions without significant loss of accuracy. In this
respect, the following third option C turned out to be a good compromise between accuracy and simplicity of the expression:

• option C: u1 ∶= nul
The main difference to options A and B is that u1 does in general not lie exactly within the disk area, which makes it a less
obvious choice than options A and B. However, it will turn out in Sec. 3 that the influence of this approximation on the accuracy
is rather insignificant. In analogy to the derivation for the options A and B, the auxiliary variables follow as

option C: � = dul − R1
b̃y = 1
b̃z = 0 (29)
ãz =

1
2R1

+ cos2 �
2(dul − R1)

c̃ = dul − R1 − R2 =∶ gul
Δ = 4ãz gul,

and substitution into the general form of the disk-cylinder interaction potential in Eq. (25) results in the pleasantly simple
expression

�̃m,disk-cyl = �1Km ã
− 1
2

z (4 gul)
−m+ 9

2 . (30)
Note that this option C is equivalent to both options A and B for the special case of � = �∕2, i.e., cos � = tT1 nul = 0 and
thus nul ⟂ t1 and nul ≡ nbl. This means that the scalar angle � has been eliminated and only two degrees of freedom remain.
Now recall from the interpretation of the angle � given above that certain configurations of the disk-cylinder system are more
important – and in fact decisive – for the two-fiber interaction potential and others are rather irrelevant. This is the motivation
for the special value � = �∕2. Consider the fact that cos � = sin � sin # and thus � = �∕2 if either # = 0, i.e. nul ∥ nbl, which
in turn means that we are at the bilateral closest-point pair of the two fibers, or if � = 0, i.e., we have parallel beam axes and
again a bilateral closest-point pair, which is non-unique in this case. To conclude, all the disk-cylinder configurations that are
decisive for the two-fiber interaction will have � ≈ �∕2. Therefore, the option C disk-cylinder potential law will yield a very
high accuracy if applied together with the general SBIP approach on the level of fiber-fiber interactions. In this way, we have
eliminated the least relevant degree of freedom in order to obtain a reduced and thus simpler SBIP law.2
Note that such a simple SBIP expression is especially desirable for the later use in the resulting virtual work contribution

and its linearization in the context of an implicit, nonlinear finite element framework for structural dynamics. In this use case,
the required two-fold differentiation of the potential law with respect to the discrete set of primary degrees of freedom can
become tedious and at some point unfeasible if the potential law is too complex. The same reasoning applies to the replacement
of the exact integration domain in z1 by z1 ∈] − ∞,∞[. In other use cases however, the above presented options A and B of

2Note the analogy to the discussion of reduced SSIP laws in our previous contribution 27.
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the disk-cylinder interaction potential expressions may still be considered reasonably simple and due to the increased accuracy
(especially for those configurations with � far from �∕2, as discussed above) they may be of great value. For these reasons, they
are included here despite the fact that solely the option C will be used in the final beam interaction formulation to be applied in
the numerical examples of this work.
In this light, one small further simplification can be achieved by recalling the initial restriction to the dominating regime of

small separations gul ≪ R1∕2 and thus applying
dul − R1 = gul + R2 ≈ R2 (31)

to the coefficients in Eq. (29), which finally leads to

�̃m,disk-cyl = K̂m �1

√

2R1R2
R1 cos2 � + R2

g
−m+ 9

2
ul with K̂m ∶= 4

−m+ 9
2 Km, m ≥ 6. (32)

For convenience in later reference, we explicitly state the most common prefactors for the vdW part m = 6 and the repulsive
part m = 12 of the LJ potential as follows:

K̂6 =
1
24
�2 k6 �2 and K̂12 =

143
15 ⋅ 214

�2 k12 �2 (33)
At this point, we have arrived at the final form (Eq. (32)) of the disk-cylinder interaction potential to be used as reduced interaction
law in the context of the SBIP approach1.
An immediate verification of these expressions for the special case � = 0 confirms that both �̃6,disk-cyl and �̃12,disk-cyl are

identical to the independently derived analytical solutions for the interaction potential per unit length �̃6,cyl∥cyl and �̃12,cyl∥cyl
of two infinitely long, parallel cylinders (cf. Equations (A23) and (A24) in our previous contribution27). This is an important
finding, as it shows the consistency of the more general expression (Eq. (32)) valid for all mutual angles � with previously
derived expressions for the important special case � = 0. A much broader and deeper analysis of the accuracy of Eq. (32) as
well as a comparison to the expressions obtained for the other options A and B above will be the content of the following Sec. 3.

3 VERIFICATION

This section aims to verify the specific SBIP law �̃m,disk-cyl derived in the preceding Sec. 2 in the context of the general SBIP
approach1. Let us first recall the underlying assumptions of the general evaluation strategy:

• pair-wise summation
• very short range of interactions and focus on small separation regime g ≪ R1/2

• linear Taylor expansion of the master beam volume
• choice of master and slave

Moreover, the following assumptions and approximations have been made in order to obtain a closed-form analytical solution
for the disk-cylinder interaction potential at arbitrary mutual orientations in the previous section.

• multivariate Taylor expansion of point-cylinder distance, see Eq. (19)
• Taylor expansion of lower integration limit ymin(z) and set upper integration limit to∞, see Eq. (22)
• set integration limits zmin/max to ±∞, see comment above Eq. (25)
• use of the point-half space expression Πm,pt-hs as point-cylinder interaction potential Πm,pt-cyl, see Eq. (A3)
• further simplification by using option C: u1 = nul and finally gul + R2 ≈ R2, see steps above Eq. (32)

To allow for a clear analysis of the resulting accuracy, the minimal example of two cylinders, which represents the special case
of two straight beams with circular cross-section, is considered in the following. In this case, analytical reference solutions are
known for the limit of small separations and specifically the influence of the second list of assumptions can be assessed, because
the first list is exactly fulfilled.
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3.1 Van der Waals interaction potential of two cylinders for all separations and all mutual angles
The relative configuration of two cylinders is uniquely described by their (bilateral) smallest inter-axis separation dbl and their
mutual angle �, as depicted in Fig. 3. Note that the surface separation also known as gap gbl = dbl − R1 − R2 will often be

dbl

�

dbl =

R1 R2

R1 + gbl + R2

�

FIGURE 3 Illustration of the two-cylinder interaction scenario used for verification purposes. Perspective view (left), side view
(center), and top view (right) of the cylinders including their smallest inter-axis distance dbl and mutual angle �.

used instead of the inter-axis separation dbl in the following discussion. Exemplarily, vdW interaction with exponent m = 6 of
the point pair potential will be considered, however the results are expected to be analogous for the repulsive part of LJ or any
other short-ranged interaction. As mentioned before, analytical reference solutions obtained via 6D analytical integration of the
point-pair vdW potentialΦvdW for mutual angles � ∈ ]0, �∕2] (see Eq. (1) and e.g.47, p. 173) as well as the special case of parallel
cylinders � = 0 (see e.g.47, p. 172 and the quick reference in Table 1 of our previous contribution27) are available from literature.
However, keep in mind that these reference solutions are derived for the limit of small separations gbl ≪ R1∕2 and infinite
length of the cylinders such that the solution for parallel cylinders is given as interaction potential per unit length �̃vdW,cyl∥cyl
instead of the total two-body interaction potential ΠvdW,cyl-cyl, which would be infinite. For simplicity, a fixed length L = 20 and
radius R = 1 is chosen exemplarily for the numerically evaluated solutions, which turned out to have no noticeable influence as
long as the slenderness L∕R is sufficiently large.
Fig. 4 shows a double-logarithmic plot of the dimensionless vdW interaction potential ΠvdW,cyl-cyl as a function of the dimen-

sionless surface separation gbl∕R at different mutual angles �. The derived analytical expression for the disk-cylinder interaction
potential �̃6,disk-cyl (option C) from Eq. (32) is numerically integrated along the second cylinder axis (1D) as proposed in the
general SBIP approach1 and depicted as red line with triangles.3 For verification, the analytical reference solutions for parallel
and skew cylinders as summarized in Sec. 1 are plotted as black dashed line. In addition, the point-half space potential Π6,pt-hs
from Eq. (A3), which has been used as point-cylinder potential already in the analytical 5D integration to end up with the disk-
cylinder potential �̃6,disk-cyl is used for 3D numerical integration over the entire volume of the second cylinder and shown as
green line with diamonds.4 This option serves two purposes at the same time. First, Fig. 4 shows that the two-cylinder interaction
potential obtained in this way perfectly matches the analytical reference solutions derived for the limit of small separations. This
verifies that the point-half space potential is the consistent approximation for the point-cylinder potential under the assumptions
of short-ranged interactions at small separations as discussed and motivated in A.3 and is thus an important step of verification
also of the disk-cylinder interaction potential �̃m,disk-cyl. And second, it is an important numerical reference solution, because
it allows to judge the accuracy of the assumptions and simplifications made in the steps of analytically integrating the point-
cylinder potential over the disk-shaped slave cross-section (see list of assumptions above). Note also in this respect that obtaining

3Gaussian quadrature with 5 integration points has been applied in each of the 40 integration segments, which were chosen increasingly fine around the bilateral
closest point of the cylinders, and it has been verified that a further increase of the number of integration points has no noticeable influence on the results.

4In addition to the 1D integration scheme above, we applied Gaussian quadrature with 12 integration segments in z1- and 16 segments in y1-direction (see Fig. 2 for
the definition of the coordinates), once again with adaptive fineness and 5 integration points each, and verified that a further increase of the number of integration points
has no noticeable influence on the results.
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-1.5 

(a) Mutual angle � = 0◦

       1

-1 

(b) Mutual angle � = 2.8125◦

       1

-1 

(c) Mutual angle � = 11.25◦

       1

-1 

(d) Mutual angle � = 22.5◦

       1

-1 

(e) Mutual angle � = 45◦

       1

-1 

(f) Mutual angle � = 90◦

FIGURE 4 Interaction potential of two cylinders as a function of the dimensionless minimal surface separation gbl∕R at dif-
ferent mutual angles �. Verification of the analytical expression for the disk-cylinder potential �̃6,disk-cyl from Eq. (32) (used
together with the SBIP approach1; red line with triangles) by means of a numerical reference solution obtained via 3D Gaus-
sian quadrature of the point-half space potential Π6,pt-hs from Eq. (A3) (green line with diamonds) and by means of analytical
reference solutions summarized in Sec. 1 (black dashed line).
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a fully numerical reference solution via 6D numerical integration of the point-pair potential ΦvdW once again failed due to its
infeasible computational cost, especially in the decisive regime of small separations. Refer to our previous contribution27 for a
more detailed discussion of this topic. The 3D numerical integration of the point-cylinder potential Πpt-cyl therefore is a valu-
able reference solution for the two-cylinder potential ΠvdW,cyl-cyl in the regime of intermediate separations, where no analytical
reference solution is known. For the sake of completeness, note that the regime of large separations is covered in our previous
contribution27 as well. However, it is of minor practical interest in the case of short-ranged interactions considered here.
Let us now have a detailed look at the most important topic of the accuracy of the analytical disk-cylinder interaction poten-

tial �̃6,disk-cyl (option C) from Eq. (32). First and foremost, the accuracy is excellent in the case of parallel cylinders shown
in Fig. 4(a), which is no surprise as it has already been stated in an immediate assessment at the end of Sec. 2 that �̃m,disk-cyl
coincides with the analytical reference solution for the interaction potential per unit length of parallel cylinders �̃m,cyl∥cyl. As
a consequence, the asymptotic scaling behavior being an inverse power-law with exponent 1.5 is correctly reproduced. Taking
into account also the reference from 3D numerical integration, the accuracy is found to be excellent even for gbl∕R ≲ 1, which
is already well into the region of intermediate separations and the interaction potential values have dropped by several orders
of magnitude. To give a number, the relative error is approx. 2.3% for gbl∕R = 0.1, increases to approx. 39% for gbl∕R = 1,
and decreases as expected with decreasing separation. Considering the next plot 4(b) for � = �∕64, it is striking to see that
the asymptotic scaling behavior now follows the g−1bl law as theoretically predicted for skew cylinders � ≠ 0 in Eq. (1). Despite
this sharp transition between both cases � = 0 and � ≠ 0, the SBIP approach with the “option C” disk-cylinder law �̃m,disk-cyl
again shows the correct asymptotic scaling behavior and agrees very well with the 3D numerical reference solution up to sep-
arations of gbl∕R ≲ 1. The same statements hold for all other mutual angles shown in Fig. 4(c) - 4(f), although one important
point requires some more discussion. It is clearly visible for � = �∕2 and noticeable above � ≈ �∕4 that the “option C” disk-
cylinder law �̃m,disk-cyl no longer approaches the correct level of the asymptotic solution for small separations, however still
shows the correct g−1bl scaling behavior. This deviation from the analytical as well as numerical reference solution by an almost
constant factor of e.g. approx. 1.5 for the worst case � = �∕2 can be attributed to the additional simplifications made for option
C of �̃m,disk-cyl and is not observable for the more accurate yet more complex option A and B expressions as will be shown in
a subsequent analysis further down. At this point, the most important conclusion to take away from analyzing the accuracy of
the “option C” disk-cylinder potential �̃m,disk-cyl as a reduced interaction law within the general SBIP approach therefore is that
the accuracy is best for the regime of small separations gbl∕R ≲ 1 and particularly for small angles, which is by far the most
important one, because the interaction potential values are by far the highest. Note also in this respect that the only stable equi-
librium configuration of two adhesive fibers is the one of straight parallel fibers and it seems especially important to achieve the
highest accuracy at and around this special configuration. Finally, and maybe even most important is the finding that the correct
asymptotic scaling behavior g−1.5bl and g−1bl is met for both distinctive cases � = 0 and � ≠ 0, respectively.

3.1.1 Specific investigation of the scaling behavior with respect to the mutual angle

Having observed the sharp transition between the cases � = 0 and � ≠ 0 above it seems worth to have a more specific look
at the angle dependency and especially the sin �−1 scaling behavior as theoretically predicted by Eq. (1) for the limit of small
separations. The double-logarithmic plots in Fig. 5 thus complement the analysis above by showing the dimensionless interaction
potential as a function of the sine of the mutual angle � for various separations. Note the different scales on the vertical axes,
which once again underline the importance of the small separation regime. The considered scenario of two cylinders and the
three different solutions for the two-cylinder interaction potential are identical to the previous Fig. 4. Most importantly, the
theoretically predicted scaling behavior is confirmed by the numerical reference solution and reproduced by the disk-cylinder
potential law �̃6,disk-cyl (option C) fromEq. (32).Moreover, one can clearly observe the limits of validity of the analytical reference
solution (Eq. (1)) and particularly the predicted 1∕ sin � scaling due to the underlying assumptions of small separations and � ≠ 0.
In order to include also the special value � = 0 of parallel cylinders and to get a more intuitive impression of the change of the
interaction potential over the angle � ∈ [0, �∕2], the equivalent plots as function of the angle � and in semi-logarithmic style
are provided in Appendix B (cf. Fig. B2).

3.1.2 Comparison of options A, B and C

Fig. 6 specifically compares the different options A, B and C of the disk-cylinder interaction potential derived in Sec. 2. Again,
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 -1

(a) Surface separation gbl∕R = 10−3

1       

 -1

(b) Surface separation gbl∕R = 10−2

1       

 -1

(c) Surface separation gbl∕R = 10−1 (d) Surface separation gbl∕R = 1
FIGURE 5 Interaction potential of two cylinders as a function of the sine of the mutual angle at different smallest surface sepa-
rations gbl∕R. Verification of the analytical expression for the disk-cylinder potential �̃6,disk-cyl from Eq. (32) (used together with
the SBIP approach1; red line with triangles) by means of a numerical reference solution obtained via 3D Gaussian quadrature of
the point-half space potential Π6,pt-hs from Eq. (A3) (green line with diamonds) and by means of analytical reference solutions
summarized in Sec. 1 (black dashed line).

additional plots as function of the angle � and in semi-logarithmic style are provided in Appendix B (cf. Fig. B1). For par-
allel as well as perpendicular cylinders, option A and B are identical, as follows directly from the definition in Eq. (25) and
either Eq. (27) or Eq. (28). In all other cases, option B is closer to the numerical reference solution than option A and is thus the
most accurate variant. Most important, however, is the fact that both options A and B perfectly match the asymptotic solution
for small separations for all mutual angles up to � = �∕2 (see e.g. Fig. 6(d) and Fig. B1(a)), which has been identified as the
most noticeable inaccuracy of the option C potential law above. Therefore, future applications of the presented analytical disk-
cylinder interaction potential laws with a strong focus on minimizing the approximation error and less restrictions with respect
to the complexity of the equations probably want to use the option B expressions from Equations (25) and (28). As outlined
above, in the scope of this work the differences are considered small enough to use the significantly simpler option C expression
from Eq. (32) as the reduced interaction law within the SBIP approach from Ref.1.

3.1.3 Intermediate conclusions

The conclusions to take away from this important accuracy analysis are summarized as follows. To begin with, the point-half
space potential used as point-cylinder potential to compute the 3D numerical reference solution yields the correct asymptotic
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FIGURE 6 Interaction potential of two cylinders as a function of the dimensionless minimal surface separation gbl∕R at different
mutual angles � (first and second row) and as a function of sin � at different minimal surface separations gbl∕R (third row).
Comparison of the options A (Eq. (25) with (27); brown line with big diamonds), B (Eq. (25) with (28); blue dashed line
with pluses) and C (Eq. (32); red line with triangles) of the analytical expression for the disk-cylinder potential �̃6,disk-cyl (used
together with the SBIP approach1). The numerical reference solution obtained via 3D Gaussian quadrature of the point-half
space potential Π6,pt-hs from Eq. (A3) (green line with diamonds) and the analytical reference solutions summarized in Sec. 1
(black dashed line) are plotted as reference.
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scaling behavior and allows to verify the two-cylinder potential in the range of intermediate separations where no analytical
solution is known. This is an important finding, because the same point-half space potential is used in the analytical derivations
of the disk-cylinder potential �̃m,disk-cyl of which all three considered options have been analyzed in this section. As second
important finding, all three investigated options show the correct asymptotic distance scaling, i.e. ∝g−3∕2 for parallel and ∝g−1
for perpendicular cylinders, as well as the theoretically predicted (1∕sin�)-angle dependence in the decisive regime of small
separations. Despite the correct scaling behavior, the pleasantly simple option C (cf. Eq. (32)) shows a slight offset of the
asymptotic small separation solution in the regime of large angles. In contrast, options A (Eq. (25) with (27)) and B (Eq. (25)
with (28)) ensure a very high accuracy in the absolute values of the asymptotic small separation solution for all mutual angles �,
which comes at the prize of an increased complexity of the expressions. Thus, option C is considered as the optimal compromise
between accuracy and complexity of the expression for the purposes of this work. Taking into account the entire configuration
space of separations and angles, option B shows the highest accuracy and is thus recommended for future applications with less
restrictions in terms of the complexity of the expressions.

3.2 Application examples: Simulations of adhesive, elastic nanofibers
The simulation results shown in this section have first been presented as part of our recent article1 introducing the SBIP approach
as a novel beam-beam interaction model. Our intention to outline a few examples at this point is twofold. First, it illustrates our
original motivation for the theoretical work presented in this contribution, as has been described in the introduction. Second, it
serves as a qualitative verification for more complex and general scenarios, where no reference solutions are available. To this
end, the presented analytical solution (option C, Eq. (32)), embedded in the SBIP approach, has been implemented in C++ and
integrated into the existing computational framework of the in-house research code BACI51. More details on this framework
can be found in Appendix C of our previous article27. Note that the correctness of the implementation of the SBIP approach
in general and Eq. (32) as the disk-cylinder potential has been verified by means of a second, independent implementation in
MATLAB52, which has been used also for the accuracy analysis in Sec. 3.1.
The first example mimics the peeling of two adhesive elastic fibers starting from contact along their entire length and ending

as they snap free. Fig. 7 shows the setup of this numerical experiment and the measured force-displacement curves for three
different levels of the adhesion strength. The resulting deformed shape of the fibers just before snapping free is compared in
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(c) Detail view for small displacement values.

FIGURE 7 Numerical peeling experiment with two adhesive elastic fibers interacting via the LJ potential. Reprinted from our
recent contribution1.

Fig. 8 and showcases the ability of this model to simulate even large deformations and changing mutual orientations of the fibers.
A detailed view of the line force distributions acting on the fibers as a result of the adhesive contact interaction is finally shown
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(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 8 Comparison of the final configurations before snapping free for three different levels in the strength of adhesion:
from (a) strong to (c) weak adhesion.

in Fig. 9. In the left snapshot, note especially the rapidly changing force magnitude and direction in the peeling zone and the net

(a) (b)

FIGURE 9 Detail study of the resulting line force distributions in two different displacement states obtained for the case of
strong adhesion. For clarity, the fibers are depicted as their centerlines and forces are shown for the upper fiber only.

zero interaction forces in the middle part of the fibers, where adhesive and repulsive contact forces are in equilibrium. Indeed, the
surface-to-surface distance of the fibers in this region is equal to the theoretical prediction for two parallel cylinders of infinite
length. The snapshot on the right shows the interaction force distribution just before snapping free, which is fundamentally
different in the sense that it is purely adhesive, without any repulsive component. More detailed results and discussions can be
found in the original publication1 and the article, where this example was studied for the first time, using a previous beam-beam
interaction model53.
The second example aims to showcase the ability to simulate large systems of practically relevant system sizes and high

geometrical complexity. It models the interaction of two (rigid) surfaces that are grafted with arrays of helical nanofibers (see
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Fig. 10, where the top surface is hidden for better visibility of the fibers). The shown simulation snapshots demonstrate a big

(a) Surfaces with 2x16x16 loops, pulled until just before snapping free.

(b) Surfaces with 2x8x8 loops, twisted by 75◦.

(c) Top view of (b).

FIGURE 10 Selected simulation snapshots of two (rigid) surfaces grafted with helical, adhesive nanofibers that are being pulled
or twisted. Top surface is hidden for better visibility of the fibers. Reprinted from our recent contribution1.

variety both in the deformation state of the individual fibers and in the mutual orientation of interacting fibers. Also the case
of entangled fibers can be observed in the case where the surfaces are twisted by 75◦ (bottom and right image). It should be
emphasized that simulations with such large system sizes and simulation times have only been made possible by using the
analytical disk-cylinder potential law derived in this work.

4 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this article, analytical expressions for the resulting Lennard-Jones (LJ) interaction potential between a disk and a cylinder
of infinite length have been derived that are valid for arbitrary mutual orientations in the decisive regime of small surface
separations. Based on the strategy of pairwise summation, a five-dimensional integral of the point-pair interaction potential over
the area of the disk and the volume of the cylinder had to be solved. Due to the absence of an exact analytical solution to this
problem, we have proposed three different options A, B and C of the final expression, which vary in the approximations being
made and thus in the complexity of the final expression and its accuracy.
All three investigated options show the correct asymptotic distance scaling, i.e.∝g−3∕2 for parallel and∝g−1 for perpendicular

cylinders, as well as the theoretically predicted (1∕sin�)-angle dependence in the decisive regime of small separations. Despite
the correct scaling behavior, the pleasantly simple option C shows a slight offset of the asymptotic small separation solution in
the regime of large angles. In contrast, options A (Eq. (25) with (27)) and B (Eq. (25) with (28)) ensure a very high accuracy in
the absolute values of the asymptotic small separation solution for all mutual angles �, which comes at the prize of an increased
complexity of the expressions. Thus, option C is considered as the optimal compromise between accuracy and complexity of
the expression for our purposes. Taking into account the entire configuration space of separations and angles, option B shows
the highest accuracy and is thus recommended for future applications with less restrictions in terms of the complexity of the
expressions. All the derived expressions are generic with respect to the exponent m of the inverse power law that is being used
as the point-pair interaction potential law (with m>6), such that their application includes, but remains not limited to the most
common case of adhesive van der Waals (m = 6) and repulsive steric forces (m = 12) of the LJ law.
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Eventually, as we showed in a brief outlook to our current research work, the derived analytical disk-cylinder interaction
potential laws may be used to formulate highly efficient computational models for the interaction of arbitrarily curved fibers,
such that the disk represents the cross-section of the first and the cylinder a local approximation to the shape of the second fiber.
Just to give a first impression of the possibilities, we showed a few snapshots of simulated scenarios including the peeling of
deformable fibers and the interaction of nanofiber-grafted surfaces, underlining that the present work enables significant progress
both in terms of accuracy and efficiency of such simulation models. Regarding efficiency, the analytical closed-form expression
replacing the otherwise required multi-dimensional numerical integration (of a numerically unfavorable inverse power law in the
regime of small separations) leads to a boost in performance that allows to simulate significantly longer time scales and bigger
systems such as the fiber-grafted surfaces with hundreds of fibers shown above. In terms of accuracy, the derived expressions
for the first time ensure the correct asymptotic scaling behavior for the limit of small separations and, as a result, allows accurate
predictions for example of the maximal pull-off force when peeling two deformable fibers.
Other future applications for the derived analytical expressions need not remain limited to simulation models, but may well

extend to theoretical work studying large and complex systems of adhesive components with circular cross-sections. Moreover,
the derivation of further analytical expressions addressing e.g. other types of interactions or cross-section shapes would be a
promising extension of this work and further extend the possibilities of modeling approaches in this field.

APPENDIX

A SOLUTIONS FOR THE POINT-CYLINDER INTERACTION POTENTIAL GIVEN AN
INVERSE POWER POINT-PAIR POTENTIAL LAWWITH GENERIC EXPONENT

We aim to find an expression for the interaction potential Πm,pt-cyl of a single point, i. e. molecule, and an infinite cylinder of
radius R and molecule density � via analytical pair-wise summation of the generic point-pair potential Φm:

Πm,pt-cyl = ∫
Vcyl

�Φm(r) dV , with Φm(r) = km r−m, m ≥ 6. (A1)

Its solution shall serve as the basis for the disk-cylinder interaction potential �̃m,disk-cyl as indicated in Eq. (3). To the best of the
authors’ knowledge, no exact (closed-form) analytical solution exists for this problem, however, as commonly applied in this
context, good approximate analytical solutions for the dominating regime of small separations can be found by means of series
expansion and truncation. This solution approach will be exemplified in the remainder of this section, where we present two
alternative solutions and finally compare their accuracy to choose the one to be used in the derivation of �̃m,disk-cyl in Sec. 2.

A.1 Generalization of the solution by Montgomery et al. for the case of vdW interaction
We start from the following expression for the van der Waals (m = 6) interaction potential as obtained by Montgomery et al.49:

Π6,pt-cyl(gpt-cyl) =
1
8
�2k6�

(

1
g3pt-cyl

− 1
(gpt-cyl + 2R)3

+ H.O.T.
)

(A2)

Here, gpt-cyl denotes the closest distance between the point and the cylinder surface. Since we are interested in the limit of small
separations gpt-cyl∕R ≪ 1, the second and all higher order terms will be substantially smaller as compared to the first term and
we will restrict ourselves to this leading term, resulting in

Π6,pt-cyl(gpt-cyl) =
1
8
�2k6� g

−3
pt-cyl. (A3)

All the steps of the derivation in49, basically solving three nested integrals over the cylinder volume, can be generalized from
the vdW case m = 6 to a generic exponent m ≥ 6. Mainly due to the recursive nature of the following antiderivative (see
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e. g.50, p.1020) required for one of the integrals

∫ X−(n+1) dx = x
2na2

X−n + 2n − 1
2na2 ∫ X−n dx with X = a2 + x2 (A4)

∫ X−1 dx = x
a
arctan

(x
a

)

, (A5)
writing down the final expression for generic exponents m however is quite tedious. For the later reference, at this point we
therefore present the general form of the solution

Πm,pt-cyl = Km,pt-cyl g−m+3pt-cyl , m ≥ 6 (A6)
and only provide the exact prefactors Km,pt-cyl for the two cases of vdW (m = 6) and repulsive part (m = 12) of the LJ potential,
which are actually applied in the numerical examples of this work:

K6,pt-cyl =
1
8
�2k6� and K12,pt-cyl =

7
256

�2k12� (A7)

A.2 Alternative solution obtained from the point-half space interaction
As compared to the point-cylinder interaction scenario from the previous section, the geometry of an (infinite) half space is a
much simpler integration domain and thus even an exact analytical solution can be found and stated in closed form also for a
general inverse power law exponent m (see e. g.48, p.210):

Πm,pt-hs = Km,pt-hs g−m+3pt-hs , with Km,pt-hs =
2

(m − 2)(m − 3)
�km� (A8)

This expression shall serve as an alternative approximate solution for the sought-after point-cylinder interaction potential
Πm,pt-cyl ≈ Πm,pt-hs (A9)

and its approximation quality will be investigated in the following section.

A.3 Investigation of the accuracy of both alternatives
This section aims to compare the accuracy of the variants from Eq. (A6) and Eq. (A9) presented above. At first sight, the
expression derived for the point-cylinder geometry (Eq. (A6)) appears to be the more natural choice. However, as shown in
more detail in Sec. 3.1, the resulting cylinder-cylinder interaction potential �̃6,cyl-cyl based on the approximate solution from
Eq. (A6) deviates from the one obtained via analytical 6D integration stated in Sec. 1. To be more precise, the solutions deviate
by a constant scalar factor in the asymptotic behavior for very small separations, which turns out to be independent of the
mutual angle of the cylinders. Interestingly, exactly the same difference by a factor of 3∕4� ≈ 2.356 has already been identified
for the asymptotic case R → ∞, i. e., when comparing the result to the one for point-half space interaction in the original
publication49. This initially motivated the investigation of the alternative solution for the point-cylinder interaction potential
presented in Sec. A.2. Using this alternative solution, the resulting disk-cylinder interaction potential applied within in the SBIP
approach indeed yields the asymptotically correct solution for the cylinder-cylinder interaction (cf. again Sec. 2 and Sec. 3 for
the details), such that the difference in the results is tracked down to the underlying solution forK6,pt-cyl stated above. To this end,
this assessment has been verified by means of a numerical reference solution obtained from 3D integration of the vdW point-
pair potential over a cylinder volume in Maple54. For the relevant regime of small separations g ≪ R, the numerical reference
solution excellently agrees with the analytical solution obtained from the point-half space interaction in Sec. A.2. This rather
counterintuitive result appears reasonable if we think of the two radii of curvature of the cylinder surfaceRc1 = R andRc2 = ∞,
of which both are much greater than the surface separation in the considered regime gpt-cyl ≪ R, such that the interacting point
faces an almost flat surface. Finally, in the limit gpt-cyl∕R → 0, this scenario coincides with the one of the point-half space
interaction, which is the illustrative explanation why the corresponding analytical solution is the consistent one and therefore to
be used in the derivation of Sec. 2.
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B SUPPLEMENTARY VERIFICATION PLOTS

This appendix provides additional plots that analyze the accuracy of the disk-cylinder interaction potential law �̃m,disk-cyl derived
in Sec. 2 and its use within the general SBIP approach1. In particular, Fig. B2 shows the vdW interaction potential of two
cylinders as a function of the enclosed angle in a semi-logarithmic fashion and is thus closely related to Fig. 5 using double-
logarithmic plots to confirm the 1∕ sin �-scaling. Similarly, Fig. B1 shows the supplementary plots to Fig. 6(e) – 6(f).

(a) Surface-to-surface separation gbl∕R = 10−3 (b) Surface-to-surface separation gbl∕R = 10−1

FIGURE B1 Interaction potential of two cylinders as a function of the mutual angle at different minimal surface separa-
tions gbl∕R. Comparison of the options A (Eq. (25) with (27); brown line with big diamonds), B (Eq. (25) with (28); blue dashed
line with pluses) and C (Eq. (32); red line with triangles) of the analytical expression for the disk-cylinder potential �̃6,disk-cyl
(used together with the SBIP approach1). The numerical reference solution obtained via 3D Gaussian quadrature of the point-
half space potentialΠ6,pt-hs from Eq. (A3) (green line with diamonds) and the analytical reference solutions summarized in Sec. 1
(black dashed line) are plotted as reference.
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(a) Surface-to-surface separation gbl∕R = 10−3 (b) Surface-to-surface separation gbl∕R = 10−2

(c) Surface-to-surface separation gbl∕R = 10−1 (d) Surface-to-surface separation gbl∕R = 1
FIGURE B2 Interaction potential of two cylinders as a function of the enclosed angle at different smallest surface separa-
tions gbl∕R. Verification of the analytical expression for the disk-cylinder potential �̃6,disk-cyl from Eq. (32) (used together with
the SBIP approach1; red line with triangles) by means of a numerical reference solution obtained via 3D Gaussian quadrature of
the point-half space potential Π6,pt-hs from Eq. (A3) (green line with diamonds) and by means of analytical reference solutions
summarized in Sec. 1 (black dashed line).
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